
Participating in an international project at the IUT (Institut Universitaire
de Technologie) of Saint-Etienne that was made in place since 2021 ,can
offer numerous benefits and opportunities for international student.

International projects also build language skills and provide opportunities
for global networking, opening doors for future collaborations and
professional opportunities.

At the same time, these projects develop transversal skills such as
problem-solving and critical thinking. They also contribute to collaborative
research initiatives, enriching students' academic experience.

In such great city like Saint-Etienne  situated in a beautiful region (Rhône-
Alpes) of south eastern France, 1 hour away from Lyon and 3 hour from
Paris.

Contact :

iutri@univ-st-etienne.fr

+33477463315

28 avenue Léon Jouhaux, 42100 Saint Etienne 

International Project
6 weeks

Why take part of the international projet in the IUT of Saint-Etienne ?

Key figures :

For international students

Paris

Saint-Etienne

10 ECTS

60
 Incoming students

25
Hours

100%
Success

https://www.iut.univ-st-etienne.fr/en/index.html

 Buddy system 
At IUT Saint-Etienne, we believe in fostering a supportive community. Our buddy system is designed to ensure that
international students feel welcomed and supported from day one. Buddies provide valuable assistance, helping
newcomers navigate campus life, understand local culture, and make a smooth transition into their academic
journey. 



Tendance Company

Lectures

International topics
European administration
Intercultural management
Project management

Workshops

QR code
Computing
Languages
French courses

Planning and courses content :

Projects

Join us

How to apply

Intercultural management and
communication 

Project Management 

Company visit

ICT 

Sustainable Management 

You must be on mobility exchange (Erasmus or bilateral) 
A B2 level in English is required
Be nominated by your university. 
We will then send you the registration link.
e-mail : iutri@univ-st-etienne.fr

The group had the privilege of visiting a remarkable company.
The topics of study covered were Import-Export and Human Resources Management

Technical Centre for Mechanical Industry

The group has discover the company Cetim for answer to their problematic of
Intercultural Management and Communication.

QR code project

The group created a QR code with all the informations that international students
may need when they arrive at the IUT. 

Internships


